
TWITTER HAS AN AGENDA.

Facebook, Google and Twitter have always worked together, at an executive level, to conspire to rig 
news and information.

Rose McGowan Gets Silenced By Twitter for Naming the jew (hollywoodreporter.com) 

submitted ago by bdmthrfkr 

• 31 comments 

[–] Dr_No 10 points (+10|-0) ago  

Nice job, twitter. Show some more leftists what a censorious shithole you run, please.

• permalink 

[–] kammmmak 0 points (+0|-0) ago  (edited ago) 

The absolute dumbest fucking thing they could do. That's twatter for yah.

• permalink 

• parent 

[–] monkeytoe101 6 points (+6|-0) ago  

ADL strikes. 

• permalink 

[–] Troll 4 points (+4|-0) ago  

You gentiles have to understand that the shiksa asked for it. Why are you destroying such a prominent 
member of the great god's chosen people? Please understand, filthy gentile scum.
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[–] Whatnext 3 points (+3|-0) ago  

Well this must be the PATRIARCHY and its RAPE CULTURE...No this isnt really Leftism doing what 
Leftists do... wow they divided America now they have to divide themselves..Its like watching growing
cells Divide...Divide...Divide but nothing grows from it
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[–] Maroonsaint 0 points (+0|-0) ago  (edited ago) 
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Science is a lie. Repent! Praise jesus and kill your family. Cleanse yourself of this world and all your 
possessions. Kill your family they are of the matrix and a trick of the devil. Take the red pill neo you 
fucking facist. Take the red pill or be lost forever.
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[–] golgotham 0 points (+0|-0) ago  

I need to see the proof that you've done this first, of course. 
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[–] Blacksunshine 3 points (+3|-0) ago  

Is this a new game show? Name that jew? 
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[–] Maroonsaint 0 points (+0|-0) ago  (edited ago) 

It would be great if hitler existed in this era cause you know they would do that shit. I was reading the 
left behind books one time (it's the biblical end of the world) anyways they had a show where the 
contestants killed each other. (Winner killed loser) ever since I read this Iv been itching to see it 
happen. Those books were made for Christians soon leaving the faith. I used to be in church reading 
revelations over n over every Sunday cause it's the best part of the Bible. It's funny it's like a horror 
movie with "then we prayed to Jesus to save our bum asses" in the middle of the action.
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[–] lemon11 0 points (+1|-1) ago  

There's only one round, the answer is always "Soros," and nobody ever gets it because they're afraid of 
being called racist. The best eleven seasons on television.
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[–] dontdoxxmefaggots 0 points (+0|-0) ago  

yeah, for sure. the source of everything is that one guy that everyone knows the name of and if only we 
can get rid of this one guy everything will be fixed

stupid nigger
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1 reply 

[–] Cheesebooger 0 points (+0|-0) ago  

but but but soros is a NAZI!!!! lol
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[–] The1andonlymeat 3 points (+3|-0) ago  

What was the tweet that got her banned?
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[–] Wildebeest 3 points (+3|-0) ago  

Yeah, funny that she didn't share that part
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[–] kammmmak 0 points (+0|-0) ago  

It is about alot (((more))) than a tweet.
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[–] Maroonsaint 0 points (+0|-0) ago  

She said kikes pain their weenies purple 
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[–] FuckYouReddit- 3 points (+3|-0) ago  

Gawd remember when she used to be kinda hot?JPG
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[–] Maroonsaint 0 points (+0|-0) ago  

Go African bongos on those things
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[–] Landrictree 0 points (+0|-0) ago  

I'm sure Harvey does. 
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[–] KeifRomance777 -1 points (+0|-1) ago  

She still is, tbh.
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[–] jeffwingersballs 1 points (+1|-0) ago  

I can feel bad for her being a victim, but I can't feel bad for her for being a man hater.
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[–] Floodthewestcoast 0 points (+0|-0) ago  

The left is starting to eat itself. 
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[–] Cheesebooger 0 points (+0|-0) ago  

These jews are working right out in the open. It has to be driven that this is how jews protect and help 
each other. Jews work in unison against the gentiles
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[–] Maroonsaint 0 points (+0|-0) ago  

They all want trump suspended. See that's the difference. Even if I disagreed with somebody I wouldn't
silence them. Their person gets silenced and they immediately want our person silenced. Not that those 
two are even against each other. Ahhh I could hVe sided with the cunts till I saw the comments. Never 
had a twit account anywYs 
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[–] foknazzis 0 points (+0|-0) ago  

Stop caring about twitter. Fucking shills.
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[–] gazillions 0 points (+0|-0) ago  

The way they keep throwing out the President's name is hilarious. Does not matter what goes wrong for
them, it's about him.
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They must have never tried to criticize blacks either, that results in a ban fairly quickly.
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[–] maxoverdrive -1 points (+0|-1) ago  

How is this a fucking surprise??? Just how much of a reddit-faggot loser to you have to be to wake up 
and say "Oh my guess, I would've never have imagine!"???
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